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Regardless of whether they wish to be regarded as such, there can be little doubt that most teachers and
parents in Australia, New Zealand, and the United States agree that teachers are role models for students
regardless of whether educators act in or out of schools. Yet, during this time of changing cultural contexts,
the boundaries between the private and professional lives of teachers are blurred such that teachers may
face liability for what they say or post in a more contemporary application of free speech, via the internet.
In light of ongoing changes, this paper examines how shifts ranging from societal attitudes on privacy and
free speech to the use of social networking sites raise legal and professional challenges for administrators,
their lawyers, and governing bodies in relation to the expressive, free speech of educators. In the process
of reviewing the First Amendment rights of teachers, the paper briefly considers two cases that reflect
how technology is changing the landscape insofar as a student teacher and a teacher experienced adverse
employment actions in response to postings they made on social networking sites.
Due to the impact that societal changes have had on the private lives of teachers, the first part of this
two-part paper examines relevant judicial developments on privacy and free speech rights of teachers in
the United States. The second part makes brief recommendations to educators and lawyers regardless of
whether they work in Australia, New Zealand, the United States, or elsewhere as they develop policies
regulating teacher free speech and expressive activities.

I Introduction
Regardless of whether they wish to be regarded as such, there can be little doubt that most
teachers and parents in Australia, New Zealand, the United States, and elsewhere agree that
teachers, in particular, serve as role models for their students regardless of whether educators act
in or out of schools. Yet, during this time of changing cultural contexts, the boundaries between
the private and professional lives of teachers are more blurred than ever before such that teachers
may face liability for what they say or even post in a more contemporary application of free
speech, via the internet.
In light of ongoing changes, this paper examines how a variety of changes ranging from
societal attitudes on privacy and free speech to the use of such technology as social networking sites
raises legal and professional challenges for school administrators, their lawyers, and governing
bodies in relation to the expressive, free speech behavior of teachers and other members of school
staffs. In the process of reviewing the First Amendment rights of teachers, this article also briefly
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considers two cases that reflect on how technology is changing the landscape insofar as a student
teacher and a teacher experienced adverse employment actions in response to postings they made
on social networking sites.
Due to the impact that societal changes have had on the private lives of teachers, the first
part of this two-part paper examines relevant judicial developments on privacy and free speech
rights of teachers in the United States. Insofar as this paper focuses on teachers in public schools,
this part of the paper also briefly reviews Supreme Court cases that address the rights of other
public employees since the precedent that they established extends to educators. The second part
of the paper briefly offers recommendations that should be of interest to educators and lawyers
regardless of whether they work in Australia, New Zealand, the United States, or elsewhere as
they develop policies regulating the free speech and expressive activities of teachers.

II Teacher Rights and Free Speech
It is well settled law in the United States that ‘[a] teacher’s employment in the public
schools is a privilege, not a right’1 because ‘[C]onsciously or otherwise, teachers … Inescapably,
like parents, … are role models [who] … demonstrate the appropriate form of civil discourse and
political expression by their conduct and deportment in and out of class. Inescapably, like parents,
they are role models’.2
To the extent that they are viewed as exemplars or role models, teachers give up a certain
amount of freedom and privacy in their professional lives, particularly with the way in which
they express themselves, that they would otherwise have retain as citizens. Yet, as reflected in the
ensuing review of litigation, these limitations on teacher speech rights, even in situations where
they are not being viewed as role models per se, often conflict with the fact that freedom of speech
may be the most cherished of all rights of Americans.3 Interestingly, in the following six Supreme
Court cases that have shaped the boundaries of permissible free speech by public employees,
including teachers none of the disputes raised the question of whether the educators, in particular,
served as role models.
Beginning with Pickering v Board of Education of Township High School District (Pickering),4
then, the United States Supreme Court has handed down a series of judgments that helped to clarify
the parameters of the employment status of teachers (and other public employees) who exercise
their First Amendment rights to freedom of speech as private citizens. According to the relevant
portion of the First Amendment, which was enacted in 1791 as part of the Bill of Rights, or First
Ten Amendments to the United States Constitution, ‘Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech ....’ The next section of this article briefs reviews the facts and analyses in each of these
cases.

A Pickering v Board of Education of Township High School District
1 Background/Facts
Before reviewing Pickering, it is worth recognizing that the Court handed down its ruling
during a time of great social change in the United States and elsewhere. At the same time,
Pickering presaged the Court’s judgment a year later in Tinker v Des Moines Independent
Community School District5 wherein the Justices recognized the First Amendment free speech
rights of public school students.
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At issue in Pickering was a school board in Illinois’ attempt to fire a teacher who wrote a
letter to a local newspaper which criticized its handling of a bond issue as well as its allocation
of financial resources between the school’s educational and athletic programs. The Supreme
Court identified the need to find the appropriate ‘[b]alance between the interests of the teacher,
as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public concern and the interest of the State, as an
employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public services it performs through its employees’.6
In rejecting the board’s claim that the letter was detrimental to the best interests of the schools, the
Court wrote that the teacher’s right to free speech was primary since this was a matter of public
concern.

2 Judicial Analysis
In Pickering, the Supreme Court examined a variety of factors which led it to rule in favor
of the teacher. Along with recognizing that the teacher had the right to speak out on a legitimate
matter of public concern as a private citizen, the Justices commented that he did not have a close
working relationship with those he criticized, that his letter did not have a detrimental impact on
the administration of the district, and that it did not negatively affect his regular duties.
Deciding that the interests of the board and schools were not synonymous, the Supreme
Court acknowledged not only that the public interest in having free and unhindered debate on
matters of public importance was crucial but also that since ‘teachers are, as a class, the members
of a community most likely to have informed and definite opinions as to how funds allotted to
the operation of the schools should be spent’,7 it was essential that they be able to speak freely on
such questions of public concern.

B Mt Healthy City Board of Education v Doyle
1 Background/Facts
The Supreme Court revisited the free speech rights of teachers eleven years later in Mt.
Healthy City Board of Education v Doyle (Mt. Healthy),8 wherein it considered the effect of
including a constitutionally protected right as a factor in not renewing the contract of a nontenured teacher. The board chose not to renew the contract of a teacher who had a record of being
difficult in school despite his claim that it violated his rights after he called into a radio talk show
and criticized a memo from his principal dealing with a faculty dress code.

2 Judicial Analysis
In its rationale, the Supreme Court rejected the Sixth Circuit’s finding that including a
protected activity as a substantial part of the justification for the non-renewal of a probationary
teacher’s contract entitled him to reinstatement with back pay. The Justices remarked that the
Sixth Circuit would have placed the teacher in a better position as a result of exercising his
protected speech than had he done nothing. The Court conceded that where a teacher shows that
protected conduct about a school matter was a substantial or motivating factor where a board
chooses not to renew a contract, it must be given the opportunity to show that it would have
chosen not to re-employ in the absence of the protected conduct. On remand, the board reported
that it would not have renewed the teacher’s contract regardless of whether he placed the call to
the radio talk show.9
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C Givhan v WesternLine Consolidated School District
1 Background/Facts
The Supreme Court returned to the issue of the free speech rights of teachers in Givhan v
WesternLine Consolidated School District (Givhan).10 The Court determined that the Pickering
balancing test also applies to teachers who express themselves during private conversations with
their supervisors. When school officials chose not to renew the contract of a non-tenured teacher
in Mississippi, she was informed that it was in response for, among other reasons, her allegedly
making petty and unreasonable demands on the principal and addressing him in a manner
variously described as insulting, hostile, loud, and arrogant. The teacher also complained that the
board, which operated under a court-ordered desegregation plan, was racially discriminatory in
its employment policies and practices.

2 Judicial Analysis
In refusing to reinstate the teacher, the Supreme Court reasoned that the Fifth Circuit erred
in declaring that school officials were justified in not renewing her contract, suggesting that
under Mt. Healthy they may have had sufficient cause on other grounds that would have required
further proceedings. The Court thought that under Pickering, the judiciary must consider working
relationships of personnel as well as the contents of communications in evaluating whether private
communications exceeded the scope of First Amendment protection.

D Connick v Myers
1 Background/Facts
At issue in Connick v Myers (Connick),11 was whether Pickering protects public employees
who communicate their views about workplace matters to peers. At issue was a former assistant
district attorney’s challenge to her dismissal on the same day that she was scheduled for a transfer
to another division because she circulated a questionnaire about office operations among staff.
Based on concerns that her actions would have been disruptive, her superiors terminated the
employment of the assistant district attorney.

2 Judicial Analysis
The Supreme Court distinguished Connick from Givhan in conceding that while the teacher’s
statements involved issues of public concern, the attorney’s were primarily based on an internal
disagreement with her supervisors and the questionnaire interfered with the close working
relationships in the office. In noting that the attorney’s dismissal did not violate her rights, the
Court established a two-step test to evaluate whether speech is entitled to First Amendment
protections. First, the Justices explained that the judiciary must consider whether the speech
involved an issue of public concern by examining its content and form along with the context
within which it was expressed. Second, the Court posited that if speech does deal with a matter of
public concern, then the judiciary must balance the interests of employees as citizens in speaking
out on matters of public concern against those of employers in promoting effective and efficient
public services.
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E Waters v Churchill
1 Background/Facts
Almost a decade after Connick, in Waters v Churchill,12 the Supreme Court reviewed a case
from Illinois involving a nurse who was dismissed for criticizing internal staffing policies at the
public hospital where she had been employed. In a plurality, meaning that since a five Justice
majority did not sign on to the same opinion it is not binding precedent other than to the parties
involved, the Court rejected the nurse’s claim that hospital officials violated her First Amendment
rights.

2 Judicial Analysis
In its analysis, the Court reiterated the general rule that public employees who dispute
internal policies that are not of public concern may, as was the case in the dispute at bar, lack
constitutional protection.

F Garcetti v Ceballos
1 Background/Facts
In a more recent application of the Connick’s principles, albeit again not in a school setting,
in Garcetti v Ceballos (Garcetti),13 the Supreme Court, in reversing an earlier order from the
Ninth Circuit to the contrary, affirmed that since a deputy district attorney’s complaints about
supervisors were not on matters of public concern, his speech was not entitled to First Amendment
protection.
The underlying dispute, like Connick, involved a deputy district attorney’s complaints about
a supervisor in a disagreement over a memorandum he wrote claiming that a police officer lied in
his affidavit to secure a warrant. In his memorandum, the deputy district attorney concluded
that the affidavit made serious misrepresentations amounting to governmental misconduct.

2 Judicial Analysis
The Court Supreme held that since public employees who speak out pursuant to their official
duties are not doing so as citizens for First Amendment purposes, the Constitution is unavailable to
insulate their communications from employer discipline. The Court added that since the plaintiff
spoke in his official capacity rather than as a private citizen when he wrote his memorandum, his
comments were not protected by the First Amendment.

III Later Judicial Developments
In cases involving free speech claims, plaintiffs must show that they presented prima
facie cases of adverse employment actions as a result of exercising their rights. In making
such a determination, the Tenth Circuit found that job descriptions are not the ultimate factor
in evaluating whether teachers addressed matters of public concern.14 The court remanded the
claims of former teachers at a charter school for consideration of whether they were subjected to
adverse employment actions because they exercised their right to free speech on matters of public
concern relating to the operations of their schools.
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A Matters of Public Concerns
Examples of subjects that were treated as public concern include a policy that prevented teachers
from making critical statements about school officials unless made directly to the person(s) being
criticized;15 a principal’s failure to implement a school improvement plan;16 a teacher’s complaining
about classroom safety, even though he expressed his views privately, through approved, formal
channels;17 a secretary’s questions about whether a board’s awarding of a contract presented a
conflict of interest;18 the head of a bus drivers’ union-like organization expressing her concerns about
student safety due to overcrowding on buses and the lack of pre-trip inspections;19 a school nurse’s
challenging a grossly unsatisfactory employment rating in retaliation for her advocating on behalf
of students with disabilities in her district;20 a physical therapist’s complaining that her board did not
do enough to meet the educational needs of students with disabilities;21 a secretary’s responding to
a question from a reporter over whether the school’s principal resigned,22 and a teacher’s reporting
financial improprieties by other school employees to her board.23

B Not Matters of Public Concern
In many cases, courts refused to treat the speech of school employees as protected since it failed
to involve matters of public concern and was related to their job duties. At the same time, courts have
largely turned a deaf ear to litigation filed on behalf of teachers in elementary and secondary schools
who raise claims that they have rights to academic freedom allowing them to select and teach the
materials that they see fit. If anything, courts now ordinarily recognize that teachers lack any right to
deviate from established school board curricula meaning that officials cannot only tell teacher what
to teach but also how they must teach the materials. In this regard, courts have been unresponsive
to claims of academic freedom when teachers refused to follow directions over curricular content
and/ or activities, particularly when they address in-class matters that are not of public concern.
Among these cases where teachers were dismissed or punished for speaking on matters that
were not matters of public concern were instances criticizing a superintendent24 or a board’s hiring
of a superintendent;25 questioning a school’s policies with regard to class size;26 challenging the
non renewals of teaching27 and coaching contracts;28 complaining about unfavorable evaluation
ratings;29 referring to others by using such epithets as ‘ignorant and abusive’, ‘mentally ill’
‘mindless criminals’, and ‘alcoholic’;30 questioning the accuracy of school attendance records;31
challenging a board’s tobacco policy;32 claiming that school officials created a racially hostile
work environment;33 and criticizing the quality of leadership and the education children receive
in a district.34
Other cases where courts rejected the claims of school employees concerned such matters
as writing a letter to a local newspaper criticizing a hiring process;35 failing to comply with
procedures when administering state-wide standardized tests;36 making an allegedly racist remark
about immigration during class;37 opposing a board policy designed to seek aid for disadvantaged
students;38 engaging in disruptive speech such as where a principal wrote a letter to and spoke
critically about a superintendent’s dress code policy;39 circulating a survey among faculty
members evaluating a school’s administration and speaking critically of its quality at a school
board meeting;40 sending inflammatory and disparaging letters to members of a board for years;41
expressing one’s political views in a middle school class,42 sending memoranda to a school’s
office manager and principal questioning the handling of athletic funds;43 and voicing support
for a student walkout and demonstration over proposed changes in federal immigration policy.44
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More recently, in a controversial case from New York City a federal trial court upheld a
Chancellor’s Regulation which forbade teachers from wearing political buttons in support of
candidates to class.45 The court agreed with the board’s concern that it had to remain neutral
and should not allow teachers to influence students by wearing such buttons. The court rejected
the free speech arguments of teachers in reasoning that middle and secondary schools could
distinguish between the views of individual teachers and the board.

C Special Concerns: Lifestyle Choices and Politics
As reflected by the cases that are discussed in this section, two areas that engender controversy
are the lifestyles and political activities of teachers.

1 Lifestyle Choices
In a case involving lifestyle and sexual preferences,46 the Second Circuit affirmed that under
the Pickering balancing test, the New York City Board of Education’s interest in the orderly
operation of a high school outweighed a tenured teacher’s interest in commenting on matters of
public concern through his membership in the North American Man/ Boy Love Association. The
court reported that the association identified its primary goal as seeking to bring about a change in
attitudes and laws governing sexual activity between men and boys while advocating the abolition
of laws governing the age of consent for activities that limit freedom of expression, including
child pornography laws. The court held that the teacher’s dismissal, even absent evidence that
he engaged in any illegal or inappropriate conduct with students, based on disruption caused by
public furor over his activities in the group, did not amount to impermissible ‘heckler’s veto’.47
The court ruled that since the board’s action was not motivated by the desire to retaliate against
him for his membership in the association, there was no reason to disturb its action.

2 Politics
A high profile case from New York City dealt with educator speech that had indirect political
connotations. At issue were remarks by the former acting interim principal of a public high school
that offered classes in Arab language and culture that led to a media firestorm. When a reporter
‘questioned her about the meaning of the Arabic word “intifada”, [she] accurately explained
that the root of the word means “shaking off”. She also stated that the word has been associated
with violence and the Palestinian/Israeli conflict and emphasized that she would never affiliate
herself with an organization that condones violence’.48 In rejecting the plaintiff’s claim that board
officials terminated her employment in retaliation for exercising her First Amendment rights,
the Second Circuit affirmed that a federal trial court did not abuse its discretion in rejecting her
motion for a preliminary injunction requiring them to afford her a full and fair opportunity to be
considered for the position of permanent principal. Relying on Garcetti, the court explained that
when public employees such as the plaintiff speak out as part of their official duties, since their
words are not protected, they can be subject to employer discipline The court added that even if
the plaintiff’s speech had been protected, her being removed from the interim position and not
being considered for the permanent job was justified under Pickering.
Courts continue to demonstrate their continued support for school boards when teachers
depart from established school curricula to express their political opinions in class. In one
such case, the Seventh Circuit affirmed that a board in Indiana did not violate the rights of a
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probationary elementary school teacher who voiced her opposition to American involvement in
Iraq as part of a discussion with students when it chose not to renew her employment contract.49
The court noted that the First Amendment does not permit educators in elementary and
secondary schools who address captive audiences of students to cover topics or advocate
perspectives that deviate from the approved curricula of their boards, rejecting her claim that
she was protected by academic freedom. Subsequently, in a variation of this theme, the Sixth
Circuit, relying in part on the case from Indiana, affirmed that a teacher in Ohio lacked a First
Amendment right to academic freedom that allowed her to select books and methods of instruction
for classroom use without interference from public school officials.50

D Teacher Speech and Social Networking
An area of growing concern involves the extent to which teachers use the social media to
interact with students and others. In the first of two cases, a federal trial court in Connecticut
refused to order the reinstatement of a teacher who had made questionable postings, including
personal poetry, on his MySpace page.51 The teacher used his personal MySpace account to
communicate with students about homework, to learn more about them so that, in his opinion, he
could relate to them better, and to conduct casual non-school related discussions The court ruled
that insofar as the teacher was unable to establish that there was a link between any protected
right to free speech when he posted his musings on the internet and the loss of his job, there was
no basis on which it could intervene on his behalf.
A federal trial court in Pennsylvania upheld the authority of university officials who, acting
in response to requests from educators in a local school district, terminated the assignment of
a student teacher who was assigned to teach English. Although the student teacher ignored the
advice of university officials, that she, and her peers received during orientation not to refer to
their students or teachers at their schools on their personal web pages, she continued to post
material that was inappropriate on her website. Without explicitly addressing the student teacher’s
position as a role model, officials from both the university and school district agreed to end her
placement because, among other things, she violated university policy in posting an inappropriate
remark about her cooperating teacher. The student teacher also posted photographs of herself
wearing a pirate hat, holding a cup that read ‘drunken pirate’52 on her personal MySpace page
that was accessed by her students. While they terminated her student teaching assignment, the
plaintiff was permitted to return to campus and complete a Bachelor’s degree in English rather
than Education.
The former student teacher unsuccessfully filed suit raising three claims. First, the federal
trial court in Pennsylvania held that since the plaintiff was more of a teacher than a student insofar
as her duties arose entirely from her position as a student teacher, she could be disciplined in the
same manner as employees for the inappropriate postings. Second, the court refused to order
university officials to award the plaintiff a degree in teacher education or to provide her with a
recommendation that would have allowed her to earn certification because she failed to complete
her assignment. As noted, she did earn a degree in English. Third, the court rejected the plaintiff’s
claim that officials violated her First Amendment rights to free speech. In so deciding, the court
evaluated the plaintiff’s allegations under a line of Supreme Court cases dealing with the rights
of teachers, all of which were discussed earlier, rather than students, thereby affording her a
lower standard of protection for her postings. The court thus concluded that since the plaintiff’s
comments were concerned, and made in the context of her position with the school board, rather
than as a student, she was properly subjected to discipline.53
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IV Recommendations
The onslaught of litigation on the free speech rights of educators in the United States over
the past forty plus years, whether spoken, written, or on-line, highlights the need for governing
bodies and educational leaders whether in the United States, Australia, New Zealand, or beyond
to develop up-to-date policies for all staff. Most importantly, these policies must address the
appropriate limits of employee speech in public school contexts. To this end, educational leaders
and their lawyers may wish to take the following points into consideration:
1.

Governing boards and educational leaders should devise free speech policies pertaining to
all staff, including office workers, maintenance staff, student teachers, teachers, counselors,
and administrators. Policies should remind staff that when they speak out in any medium,
whether orally, in written form, or virtually, they should limit their comments to matters of
public concern insofar as the Supreme Court has made it clear that any speech critical of
board policies or internal operating matters are not entitled to First Amendment protection.

2.

While no policy addressing free speech can cover every possible situation, guidelines should
include such catch-all phrases as ‘this includes ... but is not limited to ....’ In this way, courts
often defer to boards when dealing with otherwise well-crafted, up-to-date policies that
specify the types of speech that educators should avoid insofar no one can anticipate all of
the possible permutations that may emerge in the realm of free speech and expression.

3.

In an emerging issue dealing with technology employees should be required to sign forms
incident to their contracts, indicating that they agree to abide by the terms of acceptable use
policies for computers that may well include avoiding social networking sites whether in
class or when working on district-operated internet systems.

4.

In a closely related point, when dealing with electronic communications, policies should
specify that since personal comments and information by teachers and other staff members
that are placed on social networking sites, in particular, can be accessed on district owned
and operated Internet systems, users have diminished free speech rights and expectations of
privacy than if they were on their own computers. This means that users can be disciplined
for the inappropriate content of their postings.

5.

Policies should add that if individuals refuse to sign speech (or computer use) policies, or
fail to comply with their provisions, they can be disciplined for violating the terms of their
employment regardless of not doing so insofar as public employment is a privilege and not
a right.

6.

Educational leaders, acting in conjunction with their lawyers, should provide annual
orientation sessions for new employees in order to explain board speech policies, especially
when changes have been implemented from a previous school year.

7.

Educational leaders and governing boards, acting in conjunction with their lawyers, should
review and update their speech policies, particularly those sections dealing with the rapidly
evolving area of electronic communications, typically annually, in order to ensure that they
are consistent with changes in the law and technology. As a word of caution, it would be
wise not to review policies during or immediately after controversies since placing time
between conflicts and thoughtful reviews affords better perspectives by allowing cooler
heads to prevail since they can take a look at issues after calm has returned. Moreover, when
policies are updated, educators should keep faculty, staff, students, and parents informed
about changes whether at meetings, newsletters, and/ or on school websites.
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V Conclusion
Regardless of whether courts directly address their status as such, the fact that teachers are
viewed as role models distinguishes their right of free expression from that of students. As such,
teacher conduct involving cyber speech and related forms of communications, are likely to be
assessed by the free speech standard that flows from Pickering and its progeny which limits
their constitutional protection to expression with regard to matters that are of public concern, a
standard that does not apply to students.
In sum, even policies that are up-to-date with developments in the law and free speech ensure
that governing boards will escape the threat of litigation over issues associated with the free
speech of teachers and other employees. Even so, to the extent that governing boards have sound
policies in place that proactively attempt to provide guidance for all who are involved in schools,
then the greater the likelihood that they can prevail in court.
Keywords: expression; free speech; teacher rights; teacher speech; technology.
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